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ABSTRACT
The goal of this thesis is to make possible a quantitative analysis of drivers'
eye movements during a driving simulation. The current work can be
divided in two parts: the development of the software that enabled this
analysis in the experimental facilities of Nissan Cambridge Basic Research;
and its application in two experiments. These two experiments studied
simple driving conditions and how a small change in the environment,
namely a car to be followed, can affect the gazing techniques used by the
driver to navigate the studied route.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Driving safety depends critically on the ability to control the car
accurately, while still being able to detect and respond to unexpected
situations. In an effort to improve driving safety, manufacturers are now
designing Head-Up Displays (HUDs), such as are currently found in military
aircraft [9], intelligent cruise control and other new navigation aids.
However it is not known how this new technology will affect the tasks
of control and detection of unexpected events. There is no complete model of
where drivers look, how long they look, and what information they acquire
to perform tasks like speed control and obstacle detection. Consequently, one
cannot predict, for instance, how the introduction of a HUD into the visual
environment will affect these tasks.
The current work will improve general knowledge of driver's eye
movements in control tasks, and provide a framework for the investigation
of how the driver's pattern of eye fixations change as the driving situation
chages. The "high-level" hypothesis of the HUD study should be that driving
safety, accuracy, and comfort would be maximized by minimizing the number
and duration of the driver's eye movements.
1.1 Previous Research
There is a substantial history of studying where drivers look. Most
recently, there has been an interesting study by Land and Lee [6], claiming that
drivers tend to look at the "tangent point" when negotiating a curve in order
to control the car. The tangent point of a curve is the reversal or extremal
point on the inside of a bend, where the edge of the road reverses direction
(Figure 1.1). However, Land and Lee's conclusions apparently contradict a
long series of previous studies, as summarized by Serafin [11]. One of the
goals of this thesis will be to attempt to resolve this contradiction.
point
driver viewpoint
Figure 1.1: Tangent point of a curve in Land and Lee's theory of where drivers look [6]
Along with studies of driver's fixations, there is a substantial literature
on the patterning of eye movements, or scanpaths, which could indicate the
type of information used to control the car and how often this information is
updated. Perhaps the most sophisticated model to date is the Markov models
of Stark and his collaborators [2,8], who measured eye movements during the
scanning and recognition of objects projected in two dimensions.
1.2 Current Work: The Driving Simulation
Previous studies on drivers' eye movements have mostly been
performed in real driving conditions, which make it very hard to obtain
precise measurements of pertinent parameters such as car position, direction
and velocity, subject's gaze etc.. Moreover, real conditions are quite difficult
to control, and spurious circumstances might influence drivers' behavior
(e.g., eye movements) and, in consequence, deceptively affect the results.
The present study is unique in the sense that a driving simulator is
used to observe drivers' behavior as they navigate in a computer-generated
world. This virtual world is a simplification of the real one and can be
entirely controlled by the experimenter. Simulation gives the experimenter
freedom to design driving situations without worrying about unexpected
events in actual traffic or the possibility of a car accident.
The purpose of the current work is to observe eye motion data during a
driving simulation and to design models of driving techniques used by
subjects. These models can then be used in the future in the development of
new aiding tools that will help people in a very common daily chore: the
driving task.
Chapter 2
The Nissan 240SX Testing Facility
2.1 The Nissan 240SX Testing Facility: An Overview
The testing facility used for this study simulates the driving experience
by allowing a subject to control a Nissan 240SX, driving it through a
computer-generated environment composed of various surfaces and objects.
The "car" in which the driver sits is the front two-thirds of a 1992 Nissan
240SX convertible, modified to allow for control through the software and
collection of data. The status of the car control is sent to the simulation
computer, which generates the display that the driver sees.
The Nissan 240SX Testing Facility was designed and built by two
companies located in Cambridge, MA. Product Genesis, Inc., an engineering
design and product development firm, was responsible for the hardware
associated with the project. CyberGear, Inc., a software development firm,
created and established the original PC-based C++ software, which has been
adapted to the Silicon Graphics machine currently used in the simulation.
A detailed explanation of the testing facility can be most successfully
given through separate discussions of the hardware and software elements.
These discussions, which are mostly abstracted from Mitra [71 and from the
ISCAN HEADHUNTER TM head/eye tracking system manual [4], comprise the
rest of the chapter. Finally, it is convenient that a shorthand name be adopted
for the "Nissan 240SX Testing Facility." The facility shall heretofore be
known as the "NTF."
Figure 2.1: Photograph of the Nissan 240SX (CBR 1994 Annual Report)
2.2 Hardware Elements of The NTF
A number of hardware elements have been used in the construction of
the NTF. A schematic of the this setup is shown in Figure 2.2. A former
Nissan 240SX test vehicle is used to simulate the driving experience as
accurately as possible. In order to use the car for laboratory research, a
number of modifications had to be made to it. These include: (1) cutting it
laterally and using the front half (to avoid wasting lab space); (2) taking out
the tires and axles (so that it can rest on a level surface); (3) taking out the
engine (to create space for other hardware associated with the testbed and to
make the car lighter); and (4) taking out the windows (to make the car
lighter'). In making these modifications, however, the designers preserved as
many of the car's functions as possible. Therefore, most of the controls on the
dashboard are still functional. These include the overhead light, radio and
tapedeck, turn signals, hazard lights, windshield wipers, speedometer,
odometer, tachometer, clock, gear selector and parking brake. Other
functions, such as the cruise control and fan, were not connected because of
space limitations on the Motion Engineering, Inc. PC/DSP motor-controller
board that was used as the interface between the car functions and control
computer (to be explained shortly). There is only one switch on the
dashboard that is not present on an actual 240SX, namely a power switch
connected to an electrical outlet. Because this 240SX has no engine and does
not burn fuel, it requires an external power source.
Because the tires and axles were removed, it was necessary to artificially
create a steering torque when turning the steering wheel. To achieve this, a
servo motor was installed, providing a resistance force when turning the
steering wheel and always settling back to the steering set point. The stiffness
of the steering wheel can be changed through the software (to be discussed
further in the next section).
There was also the need to create an auditory effect in order to replicate
the sound of the engine. For this purpose a Bazooka T82A bass tube was
installed and calibrated so that its frequency would be in direct proportion
1 This particular model was a convertible, so the lack of windows is not noticed.
with the reading on the speedometer. The result is a lower sound for lower
speeds, as expected.
Furthermore, an external fan was installed to give subjects some sense
of speed, as one would normally expect from a convertible car, and
consequently avoid the car-sickness caused by perceptual differences between
simulated and real driving. However, the fan speed is not related to the car
speed in any way.
The only other artificial sensory feedback is the resistance felt when
pressing on the brake. The resistance is created by a thick rubber and sponge
combination, which presses back against the brake mechanism when the
latter is engaged.
24UZS (10 F)U wall
Figure 2.2: The schematic representation of the CBR Driving Simulator. The box with dotted
lines represents the equipment that is located within the body of the 240SX. The driver views
an image that is approximately 60 degrees (horizontal) by 40 degrees (vertical) (CBR 1994
Annual Report)
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The control computer acts as the interface between the car and the
simulation (i.e. the visual display). It monitors the car functions, such as the
brake and steering wheel position, and sends these values to the simulation
software. A 33 MHz i486 Dell 433M PC acts as the control computer on the
NTF and manages the data input and output and local closed-loop control of
the kinesthetic feedback.
Once the car signals are sent to the simulator software and the
simulation is run, the output is sent to a Barco Graphics 800 projector.
Mounted to the ceiling, the projector casts an image of approximately 165x100
inches (about 60x40 degrees of visual arc) onto a wall, producing the visual
display through which a person can drive. The simulator software is run on
a second computer, known as the host computer. The structure of this
computer is described in the following section.
2.3 The Host: The Software Behind The NTF
The simulation of the NTF is done by a Silicon Graphics Indigo2
Extreme workstation, referred to as the host computer. The host is connected
to the control computer by a 9600-band serial connection and manages a
variety of files, including executable programs, data lists, and object files.
Using these files, the host runs a simulation which generates a virtual world,
such as the one shown in Figure 2.3.
The SGI version of the C++ code originally developed for the PC was
designed to run psychophysical experiments in rather simple environments
containing only a small number of objects and a perfectly flat ground surface.
It is important for the current studies to maintain a simple virtual world so
that the experimenter has control over the cognitive load experienced by the
subject. This simplicity also brings the advantage of a higher rendering rate,
necessary for a smooth image motion.2
Figure 23: Example of virtual world generated on the SGI machine
A simple three-wheel kinematic model of a car (Figure 2.4a) plus a few
dynamic equations are used to simulate the car motion and update the car
model parameters (e.g. velocity, position and heading) in the coordinate
system of the virtual world, shown in Figure 2.4b. The car and world models
can be easily altered in the code by changing some of their specifications, such
as car weight, turning radius, air drag, gravity etc.. The current specification
values provide a realistic driving simulation even for inexperienced subjects.
2 For a smooth image, i.e. one that does not "jump" between frames, the rendering rate has to be
at least 10-15 frames per second.
projection wall
(b)
projection wall
1.5 m
Figure 2.4: (a) World coordinate system; (b) three-wheel model of a car with origin at the
center of the rear wheel: default driver's left eye position = (-0.3 m,1.2 m,-1.5 m)
Also, a feature permitting the Nissan 240SX to skid was added to the
current software version in order to make the driving simulation more
similar to a real driving experience.
2.3.1 The C++ Files
All programs used in the NTF simulation have been coded in C++.
There are separate C++ modules for each object in the virtual world as well as
the car model. The main program loop initializes the objects of the virtual
world, such as a blue sky3, the ground and the road 4, and calls the update and
rendering routines.
3 In fact, the entire world is initialized blue and other objects are added to it.
(a)
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2.3.2 The Road and Object Files
The road definition file contains the parameters of each segment of
road, i.e. length, curvature (curvature of straight segments is zero), and bend
direction (-1 for bends to the left, +1 for bends to the right and 0 for straight
segments). These road specifications can be easily modified in the rdf file
without changing the code itself.
Objects 5 can be added to the virtual world using the object list file,
which contains a list of all moving and static objects in the virtual world and
corresponding parameters such as: position, direction, color, etc.. Moving
objects also require arguments that specify the path they will follow and their
speed.
2.3.3 Output
The NTF current software version enables us to record a variety of
measurements, including but not limited to: a time stamp, steering wheel
angle, accelerator and brake pedals position, and position, velocity and
heading vectors. All these data can be written to files for subsequent off-line
analysis of relevant experimental parameters. Depending on the purpose of
the experiment and consequent needs for specific car parameters, different
output data files may be obtained by making simple changes to the simulation
code.
4 The ground is simply a finite square plane of shaded green polygons. Both the ground and the
road are placed at y=0.
5 Objects include an extendible list of posts, road stripes, buildings, cars, trees, traffic signs,
fences and others.
2.4 The Level of Realism on The NTF: Differences Between Simulated and
Real Driving
The NTF is a unique creation. It is a simple, relatively low-budget
mechanism with which it is possible to collect valid and important data on
how drivers perceive different situations and respond to them. However,
because the NTF is an artificial driving situation, differences exist between the
simulated and the real experience.
The most important of these is the lack of vestibular feedback. The
240SX is a fixed-base simulator, so it does not produce the inertial forces that
one is accustomed to experiencing when driving a car, especially when
making sharp turns or braking. The other difference is in the pedal feedback.
The steering torque, brake and accelerator on the NTF are artificially
constructed, so the force feedback that a driver feels when depressing these
pedals may not be exactly the same as in an actual Nissan 240SX.6
These issues all concern the vehicle, but there are also features of the
environment which affect the NTF's level of realism. The visual display is a
composition of a specific number of pixels; as a result, the image loses some
smoothness and continuity. Occasionally the frame rate is not be high
enough, resulting in some image flickering in fast turns.
The purpose in explaining these differences is not to invalidate any
results that the NTF puts out; rather, it is to mention some issues to keep in
mind when devising a set of experiments. Despite these differences, the
driving simulator is an effective tool for investigating some of the cognitive
and perceptual factors involved in driving.
6 The difference should be small, however. Both pedals were tested by many people and
adjusted accordingly.
2.5 The Eye Tracker
An essential tool to study drivers' eye movements is the ISCAN
HEADHUNTERTM Head/Eye Tracking System (ISCAN, Inc., Cambridge, MA),
a head-mounted eye tracker capable of collecting subjects' eye point-of-regard
data at a sampling rate of 120 Hz. The fundamental principle consists of
monitoring the position and orientation of the subject's head and the
position of the subject's left eye with respect to the head, and computing the
intersection of the resulting gaze direction vector with user defined stimulus
display areas. The ISCAN HEADHUNTER TM eye tracker is a powerful tool in
very general terms for it gives substantial flexibility to subjects' eye and head
movements, maintaining a reasonable accuracy.
Figure 2.5: Photograph of subject wearing eye tracker in driving simulation
The complete system is comprised of several subsystems used to obtain
the relevant data from the subject and to then indicate a position for
intersection with the subject's environment. The subsystems include:
* Helmet mounted eye/scene imaging system;
* Eye movement monitoring system;
* Magnetic head tracking system;
* Data integration and computation system; and
* Subject stimulus and output display system.
IEEE-488
INTERFAC
RK-426PC
EYE TRACKER
RK-520PC
CALIBRATOR'
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Figure 2.6: Schematic eye tracker system set-up (ISCAN manual)
2.5.1 Helmet Mounted Eye/Scene Imaging System
The eye is illuminated by a low level (less than 1 mW/cm2 irradiance)
infrared source located above the subject's eye. The IR light is reflected off a
45 degree dichroic mirror to illuminate the eye orbit area. The dichroic
mirror is located near the subject's eye and is transparent to the subject
(Figure 2.6).
The subject's eye is imaged via a miniature video camera mounted
onto the user headband. The camera is mounted generally vertically,
perpendicular to the pupillary axis, and obtains dark pupil images of the
subject's eye suitable for tracking by the ISCAN RK-426 Pupil/Corneal
Reflection Tracking System.
The scene image is reflected off a 45 degree small mirror attached to the
described dichroic mirror, and captured by another miniature camera placed
horizontally, also perpendicular to the pupillary axis.
2.5.2 Eye Movement Monitoring System
The video image from the head mounted eye imaging system is input
directly to the RK-426, a real time digital image processor that simultaneously
tracks the dark pupil and a bright corneal reflection over the 512 horizontal
and 256 vertical picture element matrix of the eye imaging camera.
The raw pupil and corneal reflection position data from the RK-426 is
delivered to the ISCAN RK-520 Autocalibration system, which linearizes the
raw eye position data using a five-point calibration routine. The subject is
required only to rapidly fixate five calibration points of known angles on one
of the monitor displays and all subsequent eye data is calibrated to these
points.
2.5.3 Magnetic Head Tracking System
The Polhemus Fastrak-based magnetic tracking system outputs x, y, z,
azimuth, elevation and roll information corresponding to the position and
orientation of a magnetic sensor cube mounted to the headband relative to
the fixed reference source mounted on a stand near the subject. The accuracy
of this tracking system is 0.1 inches for x, y and z position, and 0.5 degrees for
azimuth, elevation and roll. The output of the Fastrack is accessed via an
IEEE-488 interface at a 120 Hz rate by the computer for data processing and
display.
2.5.4 Data Integration and Computation System
This system consists of a 66 MHz 486 computer with the RK-426PC,
RK-520PC and IEEE-488 interface card installed on the ISA computer bus.
ISCAN's HEADHUNTER TM  Line-of-Sight Computation and Target
Intersection Software calculates the line-of-sight from the combined head and
eye vector data. By designating the location of a plane within the subject's
field of view, the intersection between the line-of-sight vector and the
specified plane can be computed. This gives a sampled position of the gazing
point.
2.5.5 Subject Stimulus and Output Display System
Subject stimulus may be input from any standard NTSC video source
and the output should be connected to a monitor7 within the subject's field of
view. The physical coordinates of the monitor are mapped to the reference
coordinate system of the magnetic head tracking system source using the
7 Currently, the monitor is a Barco projector which displays images on the wall in front of the
car.
aforementioned Line-of-Sight Computation and Target Intersection software.
This allows a cursor to be superposed onto the image scene showing the
gazing point, i.e., the intersection of the subject's combined head and eye
vectors with the monitor surface. One can also record on a VCR the scene
image captured by the view camera superposed with this cursor in order to
qualitatively study the gazing point afterwards.
Chapter 3
Analysis of The Eye Tracking Data
3.1 The Eye Tracker Output Files
The ISCAN HEADHUNTERTM eye tracking system stores temporarily
two separate output files that can be permanently saved and used for further
off-line analysis of eye movements. Both of these files contain sufficient data,
sampled at a rate of 120 Hz, to describe the subject's gaze. The head/eye vector
output file consists of the x, y and z coordinates, and azimuth and elevation
of the combined head and eye vector which define univocally the subject's
gaze. The plane intersection output file contains the two-dimensional
coordinates of the gazing point on the display plane, i.e. the intersection of
the head/eye vector and a previously defined plane corresponding to the
image display monitor8 . For a matter of simplicity and conciseness, only the
plane intersection file has been used in the data analysis.
8 This plane is defined in a file called "bigplane.def," which contains the x, y and z coordinates
in inches of the upper left, lower left and lower right comers of the display plane relative to
the magnetic head tracker source.
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3.2 Calibration of The Eve Tracker Output Data
Despite the calibration procedure of the ISCAN Line-of-Sight
Computation and Target Intersection software package, the eye tracker plane
intersection output data did not correspond exactly to the coordinates of the
gazing point on the projection wall plane. This inconsistency may be
attributed to a number of possible reasons, such as an error propagation in the
calculation of the gazing point from the position of the subject's pupil and
corneal reflection, an inefficient calibration method of ISCAN Line-of-Sight
Computation and Target Intersection software, an inaccuracy in the definition
of the projection plane relative to the fixed reference magnetic source9, or an
inaccuracy in the Polhemus Fastrak magnetic tracking system'0 .
A non-linear calibration process was then designed to precede every
eye tracking data collection. Subjects were asked to look at each one of the
nine points of known coordinates displayed on the projection wall (Figure
3.1). They were to look at these points in order, from left to right on each row,
from the top to the bottom row, and to briefly close their eyes when moving
from one point to the next11.
9 This definition assumes the z axis of the coordinate system with origin at the magnetic source
to be perfectly perpendicular to the projection plane.
10 The magnetic field used by the system to locate the driver's eye might be affected by the
presence of objects made of metallic material, such as the car chassis.
1 Closing their eyes yielded a string of zeros in the plane intersection output file.
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Figure 3.1: Image display of nine points of known coordinates during calibration procedure
The subjects' gaze was monitored during this procedure with the eye
tracker and the brief pause between subsequent points allowed the x and y
coordinates of gaze samples collected by the eye tracking system to be
separated for each point. By associating the mean of the x and y coordinates of
the gaze samples of each point to its corresponding known x and y
coordinates, a second order interpolation transformation was defined to
transform off-line the eye tracker output data into the real coordinates of the
gazing point on the projection wall plane.
3.3 Analysis of The Eve Tracker Output Data
3.3.1 The ISCAN Head/Eye Fixation Analysis Software
The ISCAN Head/Eye Fixation Analysis software package permits users
to analyze raw planar intersection output data files. Specifically, the user
may select a portion of the raw planar intersection data generated by the
ISCAN HEADHUNTERTM eye tracking system, and spatially define objects on
the image display plane. This analysis software package will then output
relevant eye movement information, including total fixation time (in msec)
and the number of fixations on each object within the plane, as well as a
complete fixation chronology.
This is sufficient for the analysis of gaze movements on static images,
where objects remain still on the display and can be defined prior to the data
collection. However, in the driving simulation, subjects interact with the
image display, which constantly changes to show the driver's perspective
view of the virtual world in which he is driving. Therefore, the ISCAN
Head/Eye Fixation Analysis package could not be used for the analysis of eye
movements in the driving simulation.
3.3.2 Integrating Data from Eye Tracker and Control Computer
An alternative method was then designed to analyze subjects' eye
movements in the driving simulation. The vector defined by the driver's eye
position' 2 and the newly calibrated gazing point on the projection wall is
extended until it intercepts the ground. Since the simple virtual world used
in the current experiments does not contain objects significantly above the
ground surface, it is assumed that the subject always looks at features on the
12 Stereo vision is disregarded for simplicity reasons.
ground level. Consequently, this new intersection of the gazing vector and
the ground plane gives the three-dimensional position of the driver's gazing
point'3.
After each experiment, the "ideal" car position and heading were
calculated for a given road path at each time the Silicon Graphics machine
sampled and output the car parameters to a data file. The car would "ideally"
follow the road on its center (position) and tangent to it (heading), as shown
in Figure 3.2.
experimental
car position
Figure 3.2: Example of ideal and experimental car positions sampled at different times
Therefore, each SGI sampling of car parameters was associated with the
closest point in the center line of the road and its tangent direction. Since the
13 This method is also valid for when subjects look up in the sky. The three-dimensional gazing
point will, however, be found in the real world behind the subject, and not in the virtual world
ahead of him. The next step of projecting this 3D point back onto the projection wall will
correct for this problem.
SGI calculated the car parameters roughly at 15 Hz, and the eye tracker
samppled data at 120 Hz, there were about eight gazing point samples for each
sample of car parameters.
In order to draw a single histogram of the subject's gazing points for
each distinctive segment of road, the three-dimensional gazing point
coordinates were computed relative to the momentary coordinate system
defined by the "ideal" heading and position of the car. That was achieved by
rotating and translating the gazing point coordinates respectively by the
offsets in the car momentary heading and position from the original
coordinate system to the "ideal" one. Subsequently, the transformed three-
dimensional gazing point was projected back onto the projection wall plane
so as to find the subject's gazing point on the "ideal" two-dimensional view
of the virtual world, i.e. the two-dimensional picture of the virtual world
taken from the "ideal" position in the "ideal" direction.
This entire procedure enabled me to collapse all the sampled gazing
point data from a specific segment of road and plot a corresponding histogram
onto a standardized picture of the road segment taken from an "ideal"
position in the "ideal" direction (Figure 3.3). The histogram is a contour plot
of the instances of gazing point samples. The display of 60x40 degrees of
visual arc was divided into 165x65 small rectangles and the number of gaze
samples found within each one of them was counted. The contours indicate
the levels of a smoothed curve plotting the number of samples at each one of
the small rectangles. These contours were adjusted to also show the
percentage of gazing point samples found within the region enclosed by each
level of the plotted curve. There are four contour levels which, from the
outside to the inside, represent roughly eighty, sixty, forty and twenty percent
of all the gazing points sampled in that particular segment of road.
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Figure 3.3: Example of histogram of driver's gaze on a straight segment of road
3.3.3 Necessary Changes to The Simulator Code
Aiming at a higher accuracy of the three-dimensional coordinates of
the gazing point, a slight change was made to the simulator code. For each
subject, the measured position of his eye was input and used in the
simulation as viewpoint in lieu of the default eye position to update the
driver's view of the virtual world to be projected onto the wall. In a
perspective projection, the visible region of the virtual world looks like a
pyramid with the top sliced off, technically called a frustum (Figure 3.4). The
simulation code uses the coordinates of the driver's eye to specify the apex of
this imaginary pyramid. The complete definition of the viewing frustum
also includes the specifications of the rectangles associated with the near and
the far clipping planes.
Horizontal FOV
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Figure 3.4: Perspective viewing frustum showing eyepoint, field of view (FOV) angles, clipping
planes and aspect ratio (Silicon Graphics Programming Guide)
Also, this more accurate measurement of the driver's eye is used to
find the new coordinates of his gazing point in the three-dimensional virtual
world.
The sampling rate of the SGI was increased from the original 5 Hz to
sample every time a new frame was rendered (approximately 15 Hz) in order
to decrease the error caused by the difference in the sampling rate of the SGI
and of the eye tracker. Also, the frame rendering rate of the SGI was increased
by optimizing the rendering functions of the simulation code.
A serial connection between the SGI and the eye tracker was activated
to mark in the eye tracker output file each time a new frame is rendered by
the simulation. At the beginning of each loop that updates the image of the
virtual world in the simulation, a signal is sent to the eye tracker to register
that a new frame is being rendered. This time stamp enabled the code to
integrate the data from the SGI and the eye tracker by associating samples of
the driver's gazing point to the corresponding momentary car parameters.
3.3.4 Possible Sources of Error
This alternative procedure of eye tracking data analysis provided us
with a means of interpreting eye movements in the dynamic scene of a
driving simulation. There are, however, some drawbacks in this technique
that account for some systematic error in the results.
Since the SGI sampling rate is much slower than the eye tracker one,
the coordinate system transformation (from the original to the "ideal"
coordinate system) of approximately eight gazing points corresponding to a
given SGI sampling time interval is performed with the same position and
heading offsets, ignoring that the car has moved between the beginning and
end of the SGI sampling time interval. In result, some of the gazing point
samples tend to be shown further down the road than where they really are.
This error, however, is not relatively critical. It should always be less than the
distance traveled by the car in any one SGI sampling time interval, which is
roughly one meter when the car runs at the fastest speed. This one meter
shows to be not too large when projected to its position on the road in the
virtual world.
Moreover, the method makes a very strong assumption in order to
simplify the virtual world and find the three-dimensional coordinates of the
gazing point more easily. It is assumed that the world does not contain
objects significantly above the ground surface, and consequently intercepts the
gazing vector with the ground plane to find the three-dimensional gazing
point. Such a strong assumption could be made due to the simplicity of the
experimental conditions of the current virtual world. In the case of more
complex environments with objects above the ground surface, this
assumption would not yield too much error in the results because the
heading and position offsets in the coordinate system transformation are
currently small, and the next step of projecting the three-dimensional gazing
point onto the projection wall would correct for most of this error.
Nevertheless, a more refined strategy to achieve the eye tracking data analysis
would be recommended, especially if the heading and position offsets are not
so small.
Chapter 4
Where The Driver Looks:
Experiment I
4.1 Land and Lee vs. Serafin
Land and Lee [6] and Serafin [10] have presented two impressive works
on drivers' attention that look inconsistent at first sight. Land and Lee claim
that drivers gaze at a "tangent point" on the inside of a curve and use this
point to predict the curvature of the road ahead and therefore to position the
car on the road. On the other hand, Serafin's experiments show that drivers
fixate very much on the far field (especially on straight road sections) and
distribute the rest of their attention more evenly among other scene features,
having a low percentage of fixations on the tangent point. Although these
two results sound very distinct, the conditions in which the two experiments
were performed can explain their differences to some extent. Land and Lee's
subjects drove a Jaguar car in a tortuous one-way single-lane road,
characterizing a very demanding steering condition. Serafin used instead a
Honda Accord station wagon in a rural two-lane road with a center dividing
line, providing a much more relaxed driving situation. Land and Lee
anticipated the divergence in their results [6]:
"In more relaxed wide-road driving, much more time is spent
on tasks irrelevant to steering, which is why the importance of
the tangent point has not previously become apparent."
The first hypothesis of this project is that both Land's and Serafin's
results can be reproduced by varying the conditions presented to the driver in
a driving simulation. Subjects' performance under more demanding
conditions (e.g. higher speed or sharper curvature) should coincide with
Land's results. Likewise, a more relaxed environment portrays the
conditions of Serafin's experiment, and subjects' behavior under these
circumstances should accord with Serafin's results. Nevertheless, since
Land's and Serafin's experiments were conducted in real driving and the
current one will be run on a car simulator, some variation might be found.
4.2 Experiment Description
4.2.1 The Virtual World of The Simulation
The driving course is comprised of curves with three different
curvatures (tight, medium and large) to both sides as well as straight sections.
The bends are all half or quarter-circular curves alternated with straight
segments. The mixed order of the bends alternated with straight segments of
different lengths was chosen so as to unbias the course and facilitate subjects'
navigation. Figure 4.1 shows a map of the route navigated by the subjects in
the current experiments, as well as a list of the coordinates of its node points
in the absolute world coordinate system, as defined in Chapter 2.14
14 Please refer to Figure 2.4 (a).
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18: (0.0, -1040.0)
Figure 4.1: Map of the route navigated and node points in absolute world coordinates (x,z)
More specifically, eye movements will only be analyzed while the car is
in the semi-circular curves and in the last straight segment (Figure 4.1).
The only objects in this virtual world are short white posts located 3.5
m away from the middle of the road on both sides (Figure 4.2). This simple
world permits a proper investigation of which features on the road are most
used by drivers.
Figure 4.2: Static view of curve 4 in the investigated route
4.2.2 Calibration Procedure
The first step of the experiment is the measurement of the driver's left
eye position. Distance to the projection wall (display plane) and height of the
eye are measured and input to the simulation program. Subjects are then
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given a chance to get familiar with this new environment by driving twice
the route at the three different speeds investigated in the experiment, namely
7.5,, 12.5 and 17.5 m/s. The control computer output data containing car
parameters, such as position, velocity, heading, steering angle, acceleration,
and brake position, are recorded for these two practice runs for possible future
use in studies on route learning.
The eye tracker is then placed on the subject's head and tightened. It is
important that the headband does not slide on the subject's head during the
experiment so that the calibration performed in the beginning of the
experimental procedure is good for the entire data collection. The definition
of the display plane is input to the eye tracker computer, and the ISCAN
HEADHUNTERTM system is run. Thresholds for the processing of the eye
image are manually adjusted to better find the position of the corneal
reflection and of the center of the pupil. These two points define the gaze
vector used to calculate the gazing point in the display plane.
Next is the ISCAN calibration procedure, in which the subject looks at
five points (corners and center of a square of known visual angle) shown on
the display. The subject's head/eye vector is registered for each of these five
points and the gazing vector is calibrated from then on. This calibration also
enables a cursor indicating the gazing point to be superposed onto the video
output of the subject's view scene as he/she drives along the virtual route.
My own calibration process follows. The whole procedure has been
described in detail in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. Unlike ISCAN's calibration, the
results of this calibration are used during the off-line analysis of the eye
tracking data and does not provide any feedback to the eye tracker.
A new step was inserted in the experimental procedure to make sure
that the total calibration of the system is reliable, and that it does not change
unexpectedly during the experiment due, for instance, to a slip of the
headband on the subject's head. The subject was asked to look at each one of
the posts on the static scene in Figure 4.3 before and after the experiment.
Figure 43: Static scene used to validate calibration
The data was then calibrated and two histograms corresponding to the
task before and after the experiment were plotted superposed to the static
picture itself (Figure 4.4). The two histograms were then subjectively
compared to make sure that the calibration was successful and that it has not
changed along the course of the experimental procedure.
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of calibrated gazing point data used to validate calibration
Now that the eye tracker has been set up and calibrated, the subject will
drive through the route once at each speed. Output files from both the
control computer and the eye tracker are stored for posterior data analysis.
4.2.3 Specific Task
The goal of the first experiment was strictly to reproduce Land's and
Serafin's results in the very simple environment previously described. The
subject's only task was to steer consistently at constant speed. The car velocity
was set to one of three different values for each run: 7.5, 12.5 or 17.5 m/s, and
therefore the accelerator and brake pedals were not responsive to any action
of the driver. The order of the speed values was chosen to provide subjects
with tasks of increasing level of difficulty, and consequently let them get
familiar with the simulator driving conditions at slow speed before moving
on to the faster ones.
4.3 Results
Four subjects were run in this first experiment. Individual histograms
were plotted for each subject when driving each curve at each speed and
trends in their driving behavior were observed. For practical reasons, the
gazing point data will be collapsed for all four subjects and for the three
different speeds, and only one plot per curve will be shown below.
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the straight segment
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the long curve to the left side (curve 3)
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Figure 4.7: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the long curve to the right side (curve 6)
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Figure 4.8: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the medium curve to the left side (curve 1)
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Figure 4.9: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the medium curve to the right side (curve 4)
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Figure 4.10: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the tight curve to the left side (curve 5)
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of samples of gazing point for the tight curve to the right side (curve 2)
The contours on the histograms indicate the levels of a curve plotting
the number of gaze samples in each one of the 165x65 rectangles of the display
grid' s. They were chosen so as to represent the percentage of the total number
of gazing point samples found within theirs borders: eighty, sixty, forty, and
twenty percent from the outside countour to the innermost one. From these
plots, one can qualitatively see that the tangent point on the inside of the
curve is indeed looked at for a significant amount of time during the
experiment. It may be that, based on the tangent point, drivers can make a
good prediction of the curvature of the road ahead, and consequently
negotiate the curve more accurately. It may also be that, by looking at the
tangent point, drivers benefit from an "optimal" optical flow, which may be
an expanding radial optical flow, or perhaps simply one that this particular
driver is used to. This stable gazing point would constantly provide the
information needed for steering the car properly, and make the driving task
somewhat easier.
The above figures, however, portray the total samples of gazing points
for all subjects at the three different speeds, and levels down the individual
driving techniques for specific conditions. More detailed analysis was
performed to differentiate drivers' performance among distinct curvatures
and distinct speeds, as shown in the following figures.
15 A more detailed explanation is given in section 3.3.2 of chapter 3.
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Figure 4.12: Heading and gaze variance as a function of speed for all subjects at tight curves
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Figure 4.13: Heading and gaze variance as a function of speed for all subjects at medium curves
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Figure 4.14: Heading and gaze variance as a function of speed for all subjects at long curves
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Figure 4.15: Heading and gaze variance as a function of speed for all subjects at straight segment
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When negotiating tight curves at high speeds, drivers tend to perform
worse and not as smoothly and consistently as they would if driving at slower
speeds in large curves. Consequently, they increase the variance of the
change of heading, i.e. the variance of the first derivative of the unit heading
vector of the car. For simplicity matters, the variance of the change of
heading will be called "heading variance" from now on. This variance is
related to the variance of the car steering angle and can thus be considered a
good measure of the difficulty of the task since it indicates how well the
driver controls the car. The plots show that heading variance increases
monotonically with speed and curvature, therefore reflecting the higher level
of difficulty of the task as speed and curvature are increased.
Furthermore, the gazing variance was found to decrease with the
speed. For higher speeds, subjects tend to focus their attention more to some
specific region of the scene, namely the area close to the tangent point. High
speeds characterizes a more difficult driving task and stresses the importance
of the tangent point area as an aid to the driver.
Also, the higher the driver looked when in the straight segment of
road, the more his or her gaze tended to be spread out on the view scene for
the other segments in the experiment. Looking high can be attributed to a
more experienced driver's technique, who can afford not to look down the
road and still well navigate the route. This driver can then direct more
attention to different aspects of the scene other than road information, and
spread more his or her gaze.
Chapter 5
Where The Driver Looks:
Experiment II
5.1 Overview
Experiment I showed indeed the importance of the tangent point as
suggested by Land and Lee [6]. It is important to notice, however, that the
particular conditions of the experiment are essential to the outcome. Driving
is a complex task that requires attention (partial attention most of the time),
and mental and mechanical skills. The complexity of the scene is closely
correlated with the cognitive load experienced by the driver, and,
consequently, with his performance in the driving task. As an example,
Serafin's data [11] shows quite different results in some diverse driving
situations. It is not known as of yet how changes in the environment of the
driving simulation could affect the drivers' behavior studied in Experiment I.
That is the main issue that Experiment II addresses.
5.2 Exoeriment Descriotion
The second experiment consists of a slightly modified version of first
one. The virtual world of Experiment II still has the same features, including
route, objects, colors, ground texture, and choice of investigated segments.
However, the current goal is to examine the consequences that some
alterations would bring to Experiment I. Namely, a new feature was added to
the driving simulator world: another car, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Picture of curve 5 in new car-following task of Experiment II
The present task was to follow this car, which navigated along the
virtual world's route at one of the same three constant speeds of the first
experiment (7.5, 12.5, and 17.5 m/s). The driver now had total control over
his own speed by using the accelerator and brake pedals. His velocity
however could not vary too much from the heading car speed due to the
nature of the current driving task.
The subject had the freedom to choose his distance to the car being
followed, as long as this distance allowed the front car to be constantly in his
field of view. If this distance had been too large, the front car could have not
been seen by the driver, especially in tighter curves. The driver was asked,
however, to keep this distance as constant as possible for each speed. This
request demanded some extra attention from the driver and facilitated
subsequent data analysis.
The current experimental procedure included the same steps as in the
first experiment: practice runs, eye tracker set up and calibration, and data
collection. The same output data files were stored and analyzed by the same
method previously described.
5.3 Results
For a matter of consistency in the data collection, three of the four
subjects of the first experiment were run again in experiment II, and so was a
fourth one with no previous experience in the driving simulator. This way,
variations of the individual driving techniques of experiment I as well as the
behavior of a simulator-inexperienced driver can be studied in the current
experiment.
Expected behavior clearly included continuous use of the tangent point
technique during the current experiment. Nevertheless, the new feature
would certainly catch some of the driver's attention as well and move the
driver's gaze away from the tangent point. The hypothesis made was that the
driver's new gazing region on the car would add linearly to the tangent point
region, i.e. that the driver's eye fixation patterns would remain the same,
except that now there are two places to look: the car and the tangent point.
Therefore, drivers would alternate their gaze between two areas during the
car-following experiment, without changing much from the eye fixation
patterns on the tangent point observed during the first experiment.
As a result of adding a car to be followed in the simulator's virtual
world, the results showed that the importance of the tangent point was, as
expected, not as stressed as before. Subjects still used it as an aid in the
driving task, but they tended to look more at the leading car, as one could
expect, and, surprisingly, at a third region right on the road.
For slower speeds, individual driving procedures were characterized by
either one or a combination of the two expected techniques, namely looking
at the car and looking at the tangent point on the inside of the curves.
However, as the car speed and the level of difficulty of the driving task
increased, all subjects tended to look more off the car and towards the road
(but not the tangent point), no matter their original techniques.
Driving techniques at slow speeds varied significantly across subjects.
They also depended very much on the curvature of the bend being negotiated
and even to which side the road was bending. All this variation can be
attributed to the relaxed condition associated with slow speeds. Subjects could
try previously experienced techniques, alternate among them, and even
create new ones. They were not forced to find an optimal one and maintain it
as in the more demanding conditions presented by driving at higher speeds.
The techniques most frequently used at slow speeds were:
* the on-car gazing technique (Figure 5.2);
* the tangent point technique (Figure 5.3);
* a combination of the previous two (Figure 5.4); and
* looking halfway between the car and the tangent point (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.2: On-car gazing technique
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Figure 5.3: Tangent point technique
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Figure 5.4: Combination of the on-car gazing and the tangent point techniques
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Figure 5.5: Technique of looking halfway between the car and the tangent point
When subjects combined two techniques, i.e. when alternated from
one technique to another, the histograms clearly showed two peaks
corresponding to the two gazing regions. For subjects using a single
methodology, it was also visible that only peak existed representing the sole
technique in use.
The data analysis above by itself proved that the initial hypothesis that
gazing at the new on-car region would add linearly to gazing at the tangent
point region was not fully correct. Indeed for the first three techniques,
subjects looked at either the tangent point or the car, or alternated between
the two. For all these cases, the on-car gaze peak was moved closer to the
tangent point, i.e. the on-car gaze points were always closer to the tangent
point than the center of the car in all conditions of these three techniques.
-1 
However, the fourth technique of looking somewhere between the car and
the tangent point contradicts the linearity hypothesis. Subjects created a new
technique of looking halfway between them so that they could obtain
information simultaneously from both. The cognitive processing of this
double load of information can by no means be the same as processing each
piece of information acquired one at a time.
Although the above line of reasoning would be enough to nullify the
linearity hypothesis, another important observation reiterated that
conclusion. As the car speed was increased, subjects unanimously moved
their gaze towards the road, no matter where they were originally looking
when at slower speeds. A substantial distinction, however, led me to split the
group of subjects in two. Half of the subjects looked at the road ahead of the
leading car to acquire visual information for the driving task (Figure 5.6); the
other half, looked down from the car onto the road right behind the leading
car (Figure 5.7) for the same purpose.
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Figure 5.6: Example of subject looking at the road ahead of the leading car
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Figure 5.7: Example of subject looking at the road behind the leading car
5.3.1 Strategy 1: Looking at The Road ahead of The Car (dual peak gaze)
Subject 1 started at slow speeds alternating her gaze between the car and
the road ahead of the leading car. It was noticed that, as speed increased, she
tended to look more to the off-car gazing peak relative to the on-car peak, and
also that this off-car peak moved further down the road away from the
leading car. Figure 5.8 shows the absolute value of the offset in the horizontal
direction (x axis) of the off-car peak and the center of the leading car.
Negative curvatures represent bends to the left side, and positive ones stand
for bends to the right side. Notice that the plot corresponding to the 7.5 m/s
speed is shown only partially, because the subject did not look off the car for
those bends at that speed.
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Figure 5.8: Absolute value of offset in x axis from off-car gazing peak to center of heading car
(subject 1)
Subject 2 started at slow speeds looking mostly at the tangent point (not
on the road ahead of the car, as subject 1), and sometimes at the leading car.
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His off-car gazing peak, however, moved up away from the tangent point
towards the road ahead of the leading car as speed increased (Figure 5.9). This
trend was most evident for bends of higher curvature, i.e. in more
demanding driving conditions, where the driver really needed to settle with
an optimal technique.
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Figure 5.9: Offset in vertical axis from tangent point to off-car gazing peak (subject 2)
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5.3.2 Strategy 2: Looking at The Road behind The Car (single peak gaze)
Diverging from strategy 1 described above, two subjects who based their
driving information acquisition only on the leading car when driving at slow
speeds resisted against radical changes in their driving technique. Their
single gazing peak simply moved down from the leading car to the road right
behind it as speed increased. That is shown for each one of the subjects in
Figures 5.10 and 5.11, which plot the vertical offset from the single gazing
peak to the center of the car for each one of the two subjects.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Driving is an interactive task where a lot of the drivers' actions are
rather reactions to a dynamic environment. Moreover, it can be performed
simultaneously with other mental and/or mechanical tasks of many kinds.
The complexity of such task and the importance of its environment
conditions are quite evident.
Land and Lee [6] have proposed the tangent point model and
apparently contradicted Serafin's work. A more recent paper by Land and
Horwood [5] suggests that "the road about 0.8 s ahead of the driver gives the
most accurate steering performance." Land and Lee's, Serafin's and Land and
Horwood's theories can partially justify the results of the two experiments
persued in the current work. "Partially" because each one of those statements
was made in absolute terms, as if there were a general rule for driving that
holds for everyone in all conditions.
The present work proves that the driving strategies in these three
propositions are valid for different driving conditions. The introduction of a
new feature in the environment caused a then unexpected change in drivers'
patterns of eye movements. Although the proposed change might portrait
one of the most common driving situations, namely a car-following task,
different changes in the driving environment may yield yet other unexpected
driving behavior patterns.
Further, another important observation was that drivers may change,
adapt and combine distinct techniques for different conditions. They do not,
however, use more than two of these techniques at the same time. They did
not, for instance, look at the tangent point, the leading car and down the road
when driving certain curve at any given speed. Particular conditions requires
different techniques, and a general rule should not be stated based on any
particular case.
Finally, the current experiments showed that subjects do not have a
standard driving technique for slow speeds at the present conditions.
Nevertheless all tested subjects demonstrated a clear tendency to look more at
the road (either ahead of or behind the leading car) when they drive at higher
speeds. Subjects looking at two different regions of the scene accounted for
the cases where the road ahead of the car was the off-car gaze peak. Subjects
looking at only one region of the scene resisted to changes in their driving
techniques, and simply moved their gaze peak from the leading car to the
road behind it.
6.1 Future Work: Head-Up Displays
The current work will improve general knowledge of driver's eye
movements in control tasks, and provide a framework for the investigation
of how the presence of a HUD will affect these eye movements. The "high-
level" hypothesis of the HUD study should be that driving safety, accuracy,
and comfort would be maximized by minimizing the number and duration
of the driver's eye movements.
This high-level hypothesis is to be addressed by specific experiments
that allow modeling of eye movements during tasks such as position and/or
speed control and obstacle detection, and by varying the presentation
parameters of control information (e.g., the speedometer) and unexpected
obstacles. Markov modeling techniques could be used to better understand
how drivers move their fixation around during these tasks in the presence of
a HUD. Interactions between these tasks could also be investigated in
experiments simultaneously involving two or more of the aforementioned
tasks.
Appendix A
Nissan Cambridge Basic Reasearch
The mission of Cambridge Basic Research (CBR) is to contribute to the
understanding of the sensorimotor and cognitive systems relevant to the
'driving experience.' Driving is a rich and important domain in which to
explore fundamental research questions such as visuo-motor integration,
spatial reasoning, the use of mental models, attention, and decision-making.
We hope that our studies will lead to new ideas for improving the ease and
safety of driving.
CBR was established in 1993 in Cambridge, Massachusetts, by Nissan
Research & Development, Inc., in cooperation with faculty members from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and Harvard University. CBR is
guided by Mr. Takao Noda, Nissan Research Operations Executive, and three
Scientific Directors, professors from MIT and Harvard. Presently, two full-
time research scientists, two adjunct scientists, and eight students from
several universities in the Boston/Cambridge area are conducting research at
CBR.
Our approach to understanding the driving experience is an integrated
one, based on our expertise in computational modeling, control theory,
psychophysics, and cognitive processes. The framework that ties together the
current research projects at CBR is the attribution of a higher-level, more
cognitive role to the driver than has been customary in the computational
and human factors literature. We broaden the conventional computational
approach by viewing the driver as a collection of interacting visuomotor
subsystems, each having its own representation appropriate to a given task.
We extend the human factors perspective by assigning a larger role to higher-
level representations or mental models, which provide the context in which
sensory input is interpreted. These mental models guide the driver's
interactions with the environment.
The basic knowledge of driver information processing obtained from
our experiments will help lay the foundation for the science of cognitive
ergonomics. This in turn will provide guidance in the design and evaluation
of new car interiors and road-vehicle systems.
Appendix B
Running The Data Analysis
In the analysis of the experimental data from both the eye tracking
system and the control computer, a sequence of programs is run in Matlab
and C to transform raw data into informative data. The two distinct kinds of
code can be differentiated by the following notation: C program files have a
".c" suffix in their names, while Matlab ones have a ".m" suffix.
The raw data is first sent through the network to the MIT computing
environment, namely "Athena", where the analysis takes place. Each step is
described below, and the code follows in Appendix C.
First a C program called "sep_f.c" separates the original eye tracker
output file into two: "dat.dat" with the coordinates of the nine points used in
the calibration procedure, and "data" with the collected data from the
experiment itself. Now in the Matlab window, "sepl.m" splits "dat.dat" into
nine files: "ptl", "pt2", ... "pt9", each containing the gazing point samples
corresponding to a single calibration point. The coordinates in each of the
nine gazing point files are then averaged, and input to "read_fl.m", which
defines the second order interpolation function "transf.m." In the following
step, "transf.m" transforms the "data" file into "transf_data", that is, the file
with the calibrated samples of the gazing points collected during the
experiment.
The position of the driver's left eye is input to "3D_gazel.c", which
calculates the three-dimensional position of the gazing point in the virtual
world of the driving simulation for each sample in the "transf_data" file.
The resulting data file contains 3D coordinates of the gazing point sampled
during five different parts of the experiment: three runs through the driving
course, each corresponding to one of the three speeds investigated in the
experiment, and two calibration validation proceedings, performed before
and after the actual data collection. The number of points recorded for each
one of these parts is input to "sepf2.m", which separates the gazing point
data file into five different files, one for each of the aforementioned parts.
Further, "tang.c" uses the control computer output file and the road
definition file, both regarding the driving simulation, and calculates the
"ideal" position and heading of the car for each time the car parameters were
sampled by the control computer. For each one of the five parts of the
experiment, the gazing point data file and the "ideal" car data file are
synchronized and integrated by "mergel.m" to output a list of the three-
dimensional coordinates of sampled gazing points relative to a momentary
"ideal" position and heading of the car. The vector defined by the virtual 3D
coordinates and the driver's eye position then intercepts the display plane to
give the standardized two-dimensional coordinates of the gazing point,
written to the "final.dat" file.
In the next step, "hist_gen.m" separates the current gazing point data
file into seven data files, each corresponding to one of the seven segments of
road investigated in the experiment (six curves of three different curvatures
to both sides and a straight segment). This program also calls "histl.m",
"hist2.m" ... "hist7.m" to plot and print the histograms of the gazing data.
Subsequently, "histo.m" plots histograms for each one of the two calibration
validation proceedings. These histograms are all plotted superposed to
corresponding images of the driving scene view from the standard "ideal"
position in the "ideal" direction.
Appendix C
The Data Analysis Code
Below is a listing of the most important pieces of code in the data
analysis procedure. The sequence of programs to be run can be found in
Appendix B in its integrity.
C.1 read fl.m
function x=readf()
% reads files named pt# and chooses non-zero points. It then
% calculates the transformation from eye-tracker to SGI coordinate
% system.
pt='pt#';
out='out#';
% 9x2 matrix of the nine calibration points in SGI coordinates:
w=[[-160.0,90.0];
[-30.0,90.0];
[140.0,90.0];
[-160.0,15.0];
[-30.0,15.0];
[140.0,15.0];
[-160.0,-90.0];
[-30.0,-90.0];
[140.0,-90.0]];
[fidp,message]=fopen('points','w');
[fidfunx,message]=fopen('funx.m','w');
fprintf(fidfunx,'function f=funx(x)\n');
fprintf(fidfunx,'\n%s define Zs (points in eye-tracker coordinate system) and Ws
(points\n',setstr(37));
fprintf(fidfunx,'%s in SGI coordinate system). It then returns a function.\n',setstr(37));
[fidfuny,message]=fopen('funy.m','w');
fprintf(fidfuny,'function f=funy(x)\n');
fprintf(fidfuny,'\n%s define Zs (points in eye-tracker coordinate system) and Ws
(points\ n',setstr(37));
fprintf(fidfuny,'%s in SGI coordinate system). It then returns a function.\n',setstr(37));
for i=1:9,
pt(3)=setstr(48+i);
out(4)=setstr(48+i);
[fidr,message]=fopen(pt,'r+');
[dat,count]=fscanf(fidr,'%d',[4,2000]);
fclose(fidr);
SI=size(dat);
[fidw,message]=fopen(out,'w');
for j=1:SI(2),
if dat(1,j)==0
else
fprintf(fidw,'%d %d\n',dat(2,j),dat(3,j));
end;
end;
fclose(fidw);
pts=choosel(out);
fprintf(fidp,'Point #%d: (%d,%d)\n',i,pts(1),pts(2));
fprintf(fidfunx,'\nz(%d,1:2)=[%d,%d];\n',i,pts(1),pts(2));
fprintf(fidfunx,'w(%d,1:2)=[%d,%d];\n',i,w(i,1),w(i,2));
fprintf(fidfuny,'\nz(%d,1:2)=[%d,%d];\n',i,pts(1),pts(2));
fprintf(fidfuny,'w(%d,1:2)=[%d,%d];\n',i,w(i,1),w(i,2));
end;
fprintf(fidfunx,' \nfor i=1:9,\n');
fprintf(fidfunx,' f(i)=(w(i,1)- (x(1)*(z(i,1)^2)+2*x(2)*z(i,1)*z(i,2)+x(3)*(z(i,2)^2)+
x(4)*z(i,1) +x(5)*z(i,2)+x(6)));\n');
fprintf(fidfunx,'end;')
fprintf(fidfuny,'\nfor i=1:9,\n');
fprintf(fidfuny,' f(i)=(w(i,2)-(x(1)*(z(i,1)^2)+2*x(2)*z(i,1)*z(i,2)+x(3)*(z(i,2)^2)+
x(4)*z(i,1)+x(5)*z(i,2)+x(6)));\n');
fprintf(fidfuny,'end;');
fclose(fidp);
fclose(fidfunx);
fclose(fidfuny);
% It now calculates parameters for coordinate systems transformation:
xO=[O 0 0 1 0-200];
yO=[0 0 0 0 -2 215];
x=leastsq('funx',x0);
y=leastsq('funy',y0);
% It now opens a file trans.m that defines the function to transform points
% from eye-tracker to SGI coordinate system.
[fidtransf,message] =fopen('transf.m','w');
fprintf(fidtransf,'function f=transfO\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,'\n%s opens data file and writes transformed coordinates in another
one.\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,' \n[fiddata,message]=fopen(%sdata%s,%sr%s);\n',setstr(39),setstr(39),
setstr(39),setstr(39));
fprintf(fidtransf,'[fidtrans,message]=fopen(%stransfdata%s,%sw%s);\n',setstr(39),
setstr(39),setstr(39),setstr(39));
fprintf(fidtransf,'dat=fscanf(fiddata,%s%sd%s,[4,1]); %s initializing variable dat\n',
setstr(39),setstr(37),setstr(39),setstr(37));
fprintf(fidtransf,'while -(dat==[]),\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,' if dat(1)==0 \n');
fprintf(fidtransf,' fprintf(fidtrans,%s-1000 %st-1000 %st%sd%sn%s,dat(4));\n',
setstr(39),setstr(92),setstr(92),setstr(37),setstr(92),setstr(39));
fprintf(fidtransf,' else\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,'
trx=((%f)*(dat(2)A2)+2*(%f)*dat(2)*dat(3)+(%f)*(dat(3)A2)+(%f)*dat(2)+(%f)*dat(3)+
(%f));\n',x(1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6));
fprintf(fidtransf,'
try=((%f)*(dat(2)A2)+2*(%f)*dat(2)*dat(3)+(%f)*(dat(3)A2)+(%f)*dat(2)+(%f)*dat(3)+
(%f));\n',y(1),y(2),y(3),y(4),y(5),y(6));
fprintf(fidtransf,' fprintf(fidtrans,%s%s.Of %st%s.Of %st%sd%sn%s,trx,try,dat(4));\n',
setstr(39),setstr(37),setstr(92),setstr(37),setstr(92),setstr(37),setstr(92),setstr(39));
fprintf(fidtransf,' end;\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,' dat=fscanf(fiddata,%s%sd%s,[4,1]);\n',setstr(39),setstr(37),setstr(39));
fprintf(fidtransf,'end;\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,'fclose(fiddata);\n');
fprintf(fidtransf,'fclose(fidtrans);\n');
fclose(fidtransf);
C.2 3D gazel.c
/* Finds 3D real world coordinates of the gazing point in terms of the driver's
perspective (window command). The program takes output from eye-tracker
calibrated to 500x500 grid on the SGI (output of readf program), transforms
into monitor, viewport command and window command coordinate systems and
then finds the z coordinate of the gazing point (intersection of gazing
vector and ground plane).
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
(
float x,y,zl,z2,xl,x2,yl,y2;
int time;
FILE *fdi, *fdo;
printf("\nWhat is the proper view height? [1.2 ml ");
scanf("%f", &y2 );
printf("\nWhat is the proper distance to wall? [3.5 m] ");
scanf("%f", &zl);
y2= -y2;
zl= -zl;
fdi=fopen("transf_data","r");
if (fdi == NULL) (
printf("ERROR: couldn't open input file\n");
return(-1);
}
fdo=fopen("output.dat","w");
if (fdo == NULL) (
printf("ERROR: couldn't open output file\n");
return(-2);
while((fscanf(fdi,"%f %f %d\n",&x,&y,&time))!=EOF) (
if (x==-1000. && y==-1000.)
fprintf(fdo,"%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%d\n",0.0,0.0,0.0,time);
else (
x=(x+250.0)*2.558;
y= 1023-(y+250.0)*2.046;
xl=x*6.56/1279.0-2.98;
yl=(2.6+y2)-(y-114.0)*2.6/792.0;
x2= y2*xl/yl;
z2= y2*zl/yl;
fprintf(fdo,"%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%d\n",x2,y2,z2,time);
}
fclose(fdi);
fclose(fdo);
return(0);
C.3 tang.c
/* Finds offline absolute tangent angle and center of road at a given point.
Input is an output file from the SGI and an rdf file with the specifications
of the road. Output is the same SGI output file with three more columns: the
tangent angle and the x and z coordinates of the center of the road.
Assumptions:
>> car enters world parallel to z axis at point (2.0,0.0,-35.5);
>> stable speed;
>> horizontal or vertical straight stretches alternated with round curves.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
char output[50],rdf[50];
FILE *OUT, *RDF, *ANS, *PTS;
float length[50],curv[50],width[50],time[2000],x[20001,z[2000],vel[2000],heading_x[2000],
heading_z[2000],head_x[2000],head_z[2000];
float center_x,center_x0,center_z,centerz0O,angledangle,angleinit[50,end_x[50],end_z[50],
x_0,z_0,dx,dz,dist,distl;
int side[50],i,j,k;
if (argc!=3) {
printf("%d arguments found\n",argc-1);
printf("Usage: tang <SGI output> <rdf file> \n");
}
else (
sscanf(argv[1],"%s",output);
sscanf(argv[2],"%s",rdf);
I
RDF=fopen(rdf,"r");
OUT=fopen(output,"r+");
ANS=fopen("out.dat","w+");
PTS=fopen("points.dat","w+");
if (OUT==NULL)
{
printf('"ERROR: Couldn't open SGI output file %s\n",output);
exit(-1);
I
if (ANS==NULL)
{
printf("ERROR: Couldn't open output file out.dat\n");
exit(-1);
if (PTS==NULL)
printf("ERROR: Couldn't open output file points.dat\n");
exit(-1);
else (
if (RDF==NULL)
{
printf("ERROR: Couldn't open rdf file %s\n",rdf);
exit(-1);
else (
angleinit[1]=90;
endx[0]=0.0;
end_z[0]=-35.5;
i=O;j=o;
while (fscanf(RDF,"%f",&length[i+l])!=EOF){
i+=1;
angle=angleinit[i];
if (i==1)
length[i]=length[il-35.5;
fscanf(RDF,"%f %d %f",&curv[i],&side[i],&width[il);
if (curv[i]==O.O) (
end_x[i]=end_x[i-1]+length[i]*cos(angleinit[il*3.1415/180);
end_z[i]=endz[i-1]-length[il*sin(angleinit[il*3.1415/180);)
else (
endx[il=end_x[i-1]+side[il*sin(angle_init[i]*3.1415/180.0)*
(1-cos(length[il*curv[il))/curv[i] +cos(angle_init[il*3.1415/180.0)*
sin(length[i]*curv[i])/curv[i];
end_z[i]=endz[i-1]+side[i]*cos(angleinit[il*3.1415/180.0)*
(1-cos(length[il*curv[il))/curv[i]-sin(angle_init[il*3.1415/180.0)*
sin(length[i]*curv[i])/curv[i];
fprintf(ANS,"\n");
fscanf(OUT,"%f %f %f %f %f %f %*f %*f %*f %f %f",&time[j],&x[j],&z[j],&vel[j],
&heading_x[j],&heading_z[j],&head_x[j],&headz[j]);
dist=1000.;
distl=sqrt(pow(x[j]-end_x[il,2)+pow(z[j]-end..z[il,2));
angleinit[i+1]=angle_init[i]-side[i]*length[i]*curv[il*180.0/3.1415;
while ((distl-dist<.11 I I distl==dist) && (fscanf(OUT,"%f",&time[j+l])!=EOF))
{
j+=1;
fscanf(OUT,"%f %f %f %f %f %*f %*f %*f %f %f",&x[j],&z[j],&vel[j],
&heading_x[j],&heading_z[j]),&headx[j],&head_z[j];
if ((fabs(heading..x[j])<0.15) && (z[j]<endz[il I I z[j]==end_z[il)) {
dist=0.0;
else if (fabs(headingz[j])<.15) (
if (fabs(angle_init[i+l])<2. && (x[j]>end_x[i] I I x[j]==end_x[i])) {
dist=0.0;
}
else if (fabs(180-angleinit[i+1])<2. && (x[j]<endx[il I I x[j]==end_x[i])) (
dist=0.0;
else dist=distl;
else dist=distl;
distl=sqrt(pow(x[j]-endx[i],2)+pow(z[j]-end_z[il,2));)
if (curv[i]!=O.) (
d_angle=-side[i]*length[il*curv[il*180.0/(3.1415*j);
center_x=end_x[i-1];
center_z=end_z[i-1];
center_x0=center_x;
center z0=centerz;
else (
d_x=(x[j]-x[0])/j;
d_z=(z[j]-z[0])/j;
if (fabs(d_x)>fabs(d_z)) {
center_x=x[O];
center_z=end_z[i-1];
else {
center_z=z[0];
center_x=end_x[i-1];
I
for (k=O;k<j;k++)
fprintf(ANS,"%.2f \t%.lf \t%.lf \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%.lf \t%.lf \t%.lf\n",
time[k],x[k],z[k],vel[k],heading_x[k],heading_z[k],angle,center_x,center_z);
if (curv[i]==O) {
if (fabs(d_x)>fabs(d_z)) (
centerx=x[k+l];
center_z=end_z[i-1]+k*(end_z[il-endz[i-1])/j;
)
else {
center_z=z[k+l];
center_x=end_x[i-1]+k*(end_x[i]-endx[i-1])/j;
)
else (
angle=angleinit[i]-(k+l)*side[il*length[i]*curv[i]*180.0/(3.1415*j);
center_x=center_x0+side[i]*sin(angle_init[il*3.1415/180.0)*
(1-cos((fabs(angle-angleinit[il))*3.1415/180.0))/curv[i]+
cos(angle_init[i]*3.1415/180.0)*
sin((fabs(angle-angle_init[i]))*3.1415/180.0)/curv[i];
center_z=center_z0+side[il*cos(angle_init[il*3.1415/180.0)*
(1-cos((fabs(angle-angle_init[i]))*3.1415/180.0))/curv[i]-
sin(angle_init[i]*3.1415/180.0)*
sin((fabs(angle-angle_init[il))*3.1415/180.0)/curv[i];
time[0]=time[j];
x[0]=x[j];
z[O]=z[j];
vel[0]=vel[j];
headingx[0]=headingx[j];
heading_z[0]=heading_z[j];j=1;
fprintf(PTS,"%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f \t%.2f\n",time[j-1],endx[i],endz[il,angleinit[il);
)
C.4 mergelm
function x=merge(
% Last step: merges out.dat and output.dat to obtain histogram.
load out.dat;
load output.dat;
SIOUT=size(out);
SIPUT=size(output);
[fidp,message] =fopen('results','w');
JJ=find(output(:,4)==128); % beginning of each loop
for i=1:SIOUT(1)-1,
dx=(out(i,8)+1.5*cos(3.1415*out(i,7)/180)-.3*sin(3.1415*out(i,7)/180))-
(out(i,2)+out(i,5)*l .5+out(i,6)*.3);
dz=(out(i,9)-l.5*sin(3.1415*out(i,7)/180)-.3*cos(3.1415*out(i,7)/180))-
(out(i,3)+out(i,6)*l1.5-out(i,5)*.3);j=JJ(i);
d_angle=pi*out(i,7)/180-atan2(-out(i,6),out(i,5));
[theta2,rho2]=cart2pol(dx,-dz);
theta2=theta2-(out(i,7)-90.0)*3.1415/180.0;
[dx,dz] =pol2cart(theta2,rho2);
dz=-dz;
while j<JJ(i+l),
if output(j,2)==0.0,
fprintf(fidp,'%f \t%f \t%f \t%f \n',out(i,1)+(j-JJ(i))*(out(i+l,1)-out(i,1))/
(JJ(i+1)-JJ(i)),0.0,0.0,0.0);
else
x=output(j1);
y=output(j,2);
z=output(j,3);
[thetal,rhol]=cart2pol(z,x);
thetal=thetal-d_angle;
[z,x]=pol2cart(thetal,rhol);
x=x-dx;
z=z-dz;
fprintf(fidp,'%f \t%f \t%f \t%f\n',out(i,1)+(j-JJ(i))*(out(i+l,1)-out(i,1))/
(JJ(i+l)-JJ(i)),x,y,z);
end;
j=j+l;
end;
fprintf(fidp,'\n');
end;
fclose(fidp);
C.5 intersec.c
/* Finds the intersection between the driver's gaze line and the wall in
front of him/her. Reads file "results" and outputs file "final".
include <stdio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
int main()
FILE *RES, *FIN;
float x,y,z,xl,yl,zl,time;
RES=fopen("results","r");
if (RES==NULL)
printf("ERROR: Couldn't open results file.\n");
exit(-1);
FIN=fopen("final.dat","w+");
if (FIN==NULL)
printf("ERROR: Couldn't open output file.\n");
exit(-1);
while (fscanf(RES,"%f",&time)!=EOF)
fscanf(RES,"%f %f %f",&x,&y,&z);
if (y==O.O)
fprintf(FIN,"%.4f \t%.2f \t%.2f\n",time,-10.0,-10.0);
else (
xl=-3.5*x/z;
yl=35*1.2/z;
zl=-3.5;
fprintf(FIN,"%.4f \t%.2f \t%.2f\n",time,xl,yl);
fclose(RES);
fclose(FIN);
C.6 hist gen,m
function x=histgenO;
% Plots histograms for all 6 curves and last straight stretch from cr.rdf
% file, one at a time.
load points.dat;
load final.dat;
SIPTS=size(points);
data='data#.dat';
for i=1:SIPTS(1),
maxi(i)=max(find(final(:,l)<points(i,l)));
end;
for i=3:2:SIPTS(1)-3,
data(5)=setstr(48+(i-1)/2);
[fidp,message]=fopen(data,'w+');
for j=maxi(i)+l:maxi(i+l)-60,
fprintf(fidp,'%f %f %f\n',final(j,1),final(j,2),final(j,3));
end;
fclose(fidp);
end;
% for the last straight stretch of road:
i=16;
data(5)=setstr(55);
[fidp,message]=fopen(data,'w+');
for j=maxi(i)+1:maxi(i+1)-60,
fprintf(fidp,'%f %f %f\n',final(j,l),final(j,2),final(j,3));
end;
fclose(fidp);
histl
print;
hist2
print;
hist3
print;
hist4
print;
hist5
print;
hist6
print;
hist7
print;
C.7 histl.m
function x=hist();
% Plots a histogram of a "data.dat" file.
x = -2.98:.04:3.60;
y = -1.2:.04:1.4;
load datal.dat;
SIDAT=size(datal);
SIX=size(x);
SIY=size(y);
z=zeros(SIY(2),SIX(2));
for i=1:SIDAT(1),
b=max(find(x<datal(i,2)));
a=max(find(y<datal(i,3)));
z(a,b)=z(a,b)+l;
end;
row=Gauss_mask(.75);
col=row';
zl=filter2(col,z);
zl=filter2(row,zl);
maxz=max(max(z));
maxzl=max(max(zl));
zl=zl*maxz/maxzl;
soma=sum(sum(z));
figure;
[imrgb,map]=gifread('bwl.gif');
imshow(imrgb,map);
axis('normal');
pos = get(gca,'Position');
axis('off');
axes('Position',pos,'NextPlot','add');
axis([-2.98 3.58 -1.2 1.4]);
title('curve # 1');
v=maxz*[.2 .4 .5 .6];
% refine percentages to approach 80% 60% 40% 20%
curnm=zeros(1,4);
for i=1:SIY(2),
bl=find(z(i,:)>v(1));
b2=find(z(i,:)>v(2));
b3=find(z(i,:)>v(3));
b4=find(z(i,:)>v(4));
cum(1)=cum(1)+sum(z(i,bl));
cum(2)=cum(2)+sum(z(i,b2));
cum(3)=cum(3)+sum(z(i,b3));
cum(4)=cum(4)+sum(z(i,b4));
end;
k=cum/soma-[.8 .6 .4 .2];
while sum(k(2:4).A2)>.004,
for i=1:4,
if abs(k(i))>.04,
v(i)=v(i)+.03*k(i)*maxz;
end;
end;
for i=1:SIY(2),
bl=find(z(i,:)>v(1));
b2=find(z(i,:)>v(2));
b3=find(z(i,:)>v(3));
b4=find(z(i,:)>v(4));
cum(1)=cum(1)+sum(z(i,bl));
cum(2)=cum(2)+sum(z(i,b2));
cum(3)=cum(3)+sum(z(i,b3));
cum(4)=cum(4)+sum(z(i,b4));
end;
k=cum/soma-[.8 .6.4 .2];
cum=zeros(1,4);
end;
c=contour(x,y,zl,v);
%c=contour(x,y,zl,4);
clabel(c,'manual');
hold off;
x=k+[.8 .6 .4 .2];
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